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Universal Habotest HT125B multimeter
HT125B  is  a  smart  and  rugged  multimeter  by  Habotest.  It  features  high  precision  measurements,  which  means  you  can  also  use  it
outdoors. Equipped with a large display and silicone buttons - it is simple and comfortable to use. Compact and lightweight - it also has a
LED flashlight  that  allows  you  to  work  even  in  dark  places.  Two  AAA 1.5V  batteries  are  required  to  power  it.  However,  these  are  not
included and must be purchased separately. You can use it to measure voltage, resistance, capacitance, etc.
 
Convenience of use
Multimeter is designed to provide you with maximum comfort of use. Small and handy - its thickness is only 19 mm. Large display allows
for convenient access to all important information. In addition, silicone buttons for easy operation of the device.
 
Functional and reliable
The  Habotest  brand  multimeter  is  distinguished  by  its  incredible  precision.  It  accurately  measures  AC  and  DC  voltage  and  current,
resistance  and  capacitance,  among  other  things.  You  can  also  check  the  activity  of  cables.  With  its  help  you  can  test  diodes,  check
continuity and true RMS value. It also enables non-contact voltage detection (NCV). Use the arrows to change the mode of the device,
then the LED indicator around the jack input port will light up green.
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User-friendly
This is  not the end of  the multimeter's  advantages.  The built-in LED flashlight will  provide you with illumination when working in dark
rooms. The soft  protective case not only protects the unit  from damage, but also makes it  easy to transport  and store.  Replacing the
HT125B battery is quick and easy, so you won't have any problem.
 
Producer
Habotest
Model
HT125A
HT125B
DC voltage measurement range
400mV/4V/40V/400V/600V
400mV/4V/40V/400V/600V
AC voltage measurement range
4V/40V/400V/600V
AC 4V/40V/400V/600V
Resistance measurement range
400ꭥ/4kꭥ/40kꭥ/400kꭥ/4Mꭥ/40Mꭥ
400ꭥ/4kꭥ/40kꭥ/400kꭥ/4Mꭥ/40Mkꭥ
Capacitance measurement range
-
4nF/40nF/400nF/4µF/40µF/400µF/4mF
Frequency measurement range
40Hz/400Hz/4kHz/40kHz
40Hz/400Hz/4kHz/40kHz/400kHz/4MHz
Live Test
Yes, sound and light alarm
Yes, sound and light alarm
NCV
Yes, sound and light alarm
Yes, sound and light alarm
Diode testing
Yes, 0~2V
Yes, 0~2V
Continuity
<50ꭥ
<50ꭥ
Number of counts
4000
4000
Data storage
Yes
Yes
True RMS value
Yes
Yes
Low battery indicator
Yes
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Yes
Automatic power off function
Yes
Yes
Illumination
Yes
Yes
Flashlight
Yes
Yes
Power supply
2x battery 1.5V AAA
2x battery 1.5V AAA
Safety
EN61010-1, CAT III 600V
-
Weight
125 g
-
Dimensions
126 x 66 x 19 mm
-

Price:

€ 18.60

Tools, Measuring tools, Electric meters
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